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The effects of attenuating returning echolocation signals
at the lowerjaw of a dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
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Patrick J. Harder
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Recordings were made during an echolocation experiment in order to observe any changes in
the parameters of outgoing signals as a function of the deliberate attenuation of returning
signals at the lower jaw of a dolphin ( Tursiops truncatus). A dolphin was conditioned to
perform a discrimination task while wearing either of two rubber hoods covering its lower jaw
in addition to performing the same task while wearing no hood. A control hood, made of
gasless neoprene, allowed returning acoustic signals to pass to the lower jaw. An experimental
hood, made of closed-cel! neoprene, significantly attenuated such signals. As previously
reported (Brill et al., 1988), the dolphin's ability to echolocate was significantly hindered
while wearing the experimental hood. The acoustical data we recorded during that experiment
suggest that the use of the hoods did not affect the dolphin's ability to emit useful echolocation
signals. The dolphin appeared to vary the temporal parameters of its emitted signals in terms
of lower click repetition rates in both the control and experimental conditions and interclick
intervals (ICls) of shorter duration in the experimental condition. The lower repetition rates
and shorter ICI's in the latter condition are attributed to the attenuation of returning echoes at
the dolphin's lower jaw. The results support the theory that returning echolocation signals are
best received along the lateral sides of the dolphin's lower jaw.

PACS numbers: 43.66.Gf, 43.80.Lb [WAY]

INTRODUCTION fat bodies in odontocete cetaceans which they proposed

Norris ( 1964, 1968, 1969) hypothesized that returning would allow signals to pass between seawater and tissue with

echolocation signals are guided to the inner ear of odonto- relatively little loss of energy. The biochemical composition
cete cetaceans via areas of fatty tissues and thin bone on the of these fatty tissues of the lower jaw implicated in sound
lateral sides of the lower jaw and the associated mandibular reception, while similar to that of the melon, is distinct from

fat body. This fat body fills the hollow mandible and attaches other fat stores in the body of the dolphin (Litchfield et al.,

to the auditory bulla. According to Norris' theory, returning 1975). Norris and Harvey (1974) demonstrated passive
signals pass most easily through a thin oval-shaped area of sound transmission through the jaws and throats of recently
fat on the lower jaw. This "acoustic window," devoid of dead odontocete cetaceans. However, the theory lacked evi-

muscle fibers, overlies the thinnest area on posterior end of dence gained from a dolphin actively echolocating and lis-
the jaw bone. Once through the bone, signals enter the man- tening under controlled conditions.
dibular fat body, which is well differentiated from its sur- Brill e al. (1988) demonstrated that placing a sound-
rounding tissues, and are guided to the thinnest area on the attenuating covering over the lower jaw significantly hin-
tympanoperiotic bone housing the structures of the middle dered a dolphin's ( Tursiops truncatus) ability to echolocate.
and inner ears (Norris, 1968). The dolphin was required to perform an echolocation dis-

The "jaw-hearing" theory, as it has come to be informal- crimination task under three test conditions: (I) with no
ly called, is supported by a good deal of evidence despite the covering over the lower jaw (baseline), (2) with a covering,

criticism of Purves and Pilleri (1983) that it is based on or hood, over the lowerjaw that allowed returning echoloca-
anatomical inference rather than experimental proof. The tion signals to pass (control), and (3) with a hood over the
electrophysiological investigations of Bullock et al. (1968) lowerjaw that significantly attenuated returning signals (ex-
and McCormick et al. (1970) demonstrated that the lateral perimental). The dolphin's performance was significantly
sides of the dolphin's lower jaw were the primary sites of hindered while wearing the sound attenuating hood over its
sound reception. Varanasi and Malins (1971, 1972) de- lower jaw, as compared to the baseline (no hood) and con-
scribed lipid patterns unique to the melon and mandibular trol-hood conditions. Likewise, the difference in perfor-

mance between trials conducted with and without a hood
within the experimental condition was significant.

"Current address: Naval Ocean System%, Center, Code 511, 11,0, ox 997. Characteristics of the dolphin's outgoing signals record-
Kailua. 11 16734-0997 ed during the experiment conducted by Brill ct al. (1988)
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and analyzed by us are reported in this paper. Our purpose the Naval Occan SNlcmr Ccntic in Kinw, dli, I laaii prIur

was to ( I ) determine if the dolphin's outgoing signals were to beginning the CXperimcnt. Au ARI .-tit clementv plana•r

: disrupted by covering the lower jaw and (2) to establish transducer was mounted 1.8 m below the ,r-faC' of01'th "a-
whether or not the dolphin adjusted the parameters of its ter. A Clevite CIt-24 transducer was mounted in line with
own signals in response to the test conditions. the ARL-90 at a distance of 2.1 in. Test signals were broad-

cast through the CH-24. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the
I. METHOD signals received with and without a neoprene covering

placed over the ARL-90 were compared for the respective
The apparatus and prodedures used in this experiment materials. Using simulated dolphin echolocation clicks,

have been previously described (Brill, 1988a, 1988b; Brill et damped sinusoids 50ps in duration consisting of 5 cycles, it
al., 1988). was determined that the gasless neoprene had attenuation

Recordings were made in the shallow end of a 30.48 values of 2.2 and 1.2 dB for signals with peak frequencies of
m X 7.62 m X 5.18 m concrete pool. The water was approxi- 35 and 110 kHz, respectively. The closed-cell neoprene had
mately 1.68 m deep and the dolphin could be stationed over attenuation values of 39 and 36 dB for signals with peak
the edge of a slope that led down to the deep center of the frequencies of 55 and 115 kHz, respectively (Au, personal
pool (Fig. 1). communication).

The hoods, described by Brill (1988b' and Brill et al. The dolphin's outgoing signals, as it echolocated on a
(1988), were designed to cover the lower jaw from the tip of target, were recorded in all trials of a total of fourteen ran-
the snout to just a few centimeters anterior to the base of the domly selected sessions, each consisting of twenty trials, in
pectoral fin along the line of the gape of the mouth. The each of the three conditions tested; four sessions in the base-
hoods did not cover the area about the external auditory line condition, five in the control condition, and five in the
meatus. They were held in place by rubber straps and small experimental condition. (The order in which the sessions
suction cups. The hood used in the control condition was were recorded is shown in Figs. 3-5.) An Edo-Western 6166
made of 0.16-cm thick gasless neoprene (Durometer pur- hydrophone was positioned directly over the dolphin's head
chased from the Abbott Rubber Co., 2143 Lunt Ave., Elk on an underwater hoop station. A Celesco LC-10 hydro-
Grove Village, IL 60007). The hood used in the experimen- phone was placed 61 cm below the surface of the water, in

-':*" tal condition was made from 0.48-cm closed-cell neoprene. line with the center of the hoop, and I m in front of the hoop
Tests to determine the attenuation values of the neo- station (see Fig. 1). Signals received by each hydrophone

prene materials used were conducted in a concrete pool de- were amplified with 40 dB of gain, bandpass filtered between
signed for making underwater acoustical measurements at 3 and 200 kHz through Krohn-Hite 3550 variable filters,

and recorded on separate channels of an Ampex FR-1300
portable instrumentation tape recorder operating at 152.4
cm/s providing a bandwidth of 280 kHz. To facilitate analy-
sis, recordings were reduced by a speed factor of 16 and

•- .... '-transferred to a Marantz PMD 360 stereo cassette tape re-
corder. Signal analysis was conducted on a Masscomp com-

puter system. The analog recordings were transferred at an
A to D conversion rate of 40 000 pts/s and stored onto dis-
kettes allowing full spectral analysis up to 320 kHz, well
above the highest frequency of interest.

To insure that the acoustic data was not biased or cut

. • i off, the recording system was tested for full fidelity prior to
""I fdr beginning analysis. A set of dolphinlike clicks consisting of

narrow-band and wideband signals with peak frequencies
centered at 60, 110, and 120 kHz was played into the system
from a D to A converter operating at 1 MHz. The FFTs of
the slowed and transferred signals produced by the Mass-

comp matched those of the original signals.
To avoid confusion with signals emitted by other dol-

]ge, phins in the pool, the signals recorded at the Edo-Western
TO Pý Chydrophone were used as a time reference in the analysis of

the signals recorded at the LC- 10 hydrophone. Echolocation
clicks (N = 7005) were extracted from the recordings by
matching the major peaks in each channel based on the trav-
el time between the two hydrophones (aapproximately 657
/is). Signals that could not be matched were disregarded as3048 t 7 6•2 m W) 5 18 m (D)

7,,00 havingbeen emitted by another dolphin. l)ata generated and

FIF t SI hematic (tiagrafl of ithe poiuion% of dolphin. Iitrgcl ind hidro- stored onto diskettes incluided an ( I ) oscilloscope image of
phone' during Inak the emitted signals in the sample. (2) tihe total number of
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clicks extracted per trial and their relative times of' occur- corded til aIwercecxamnined. [hXooded anSd baselItnc con dit ions
rence, (3) an average waveform based on the clicks in the .vere comipared for any observable strategy thiat may have
sample and its frequency spectrum (Fast Fourier Trans- been employed in the emission of outgoing signals by the
form), (4) an average FUT based on the FFTs of each click dolphin in order to compensate for the attenuation of incom-
in the sample, (5) waterfall displays of the waveforms and ing signals at its lower jaw.
their corresponding FF`Ts, and (6) an interclick interval The echolocation signals recorded typically had dura-
(ICI) histogram. Peak-to-peak sound-pressure levels, 3-dB tions of approximately 140-150 us, peak frequencies be-
bandwidths, and sigrngl duration were determined by mea- tween 30 and 55 kHz, 3-dB bandwidths of 30-50 kHz, and
surements taken by hand from the graphic representations of peak-to-peak sound pressure levels (SPLpp) between 170
waveforms and their respective FFTs. and 180 dB re: I puPa at I m, with few exceptions. The aver-

11. ESUTS AD DSCUSIONage waveform and its corresponding FFPT of a representative
II. ESUTS AD DSCUSIONtrial from each of the three conditions tested are displayed in

The amplitudes, peak frequencies, 3-dB bandwidths, Fig. 2. Diercks et al. ( 197 1) reported a peak frequency of 35
ICIs, and the number of echolocation clicks emitted per re- kl-z and Evans (1973) reported a peak frequency range of

Baseline 
TAVRGCLK
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35-00 kitz for l'trsh•ps truncatus also in concrete pools, as phins exert control over tile characteristics of their emitted
opposed to 110-130 kHz in open water reported by Au signals as they echolocate {Turner and Norris, 1966; Norris
(1980). et al., 1967; Norris et al., 1972; Evans. 1973; Au, 1980;

Mean values for SPLpp, peak frequency, 3-dB band- Moore and Pawioski, 1991 ). It had been anticipated that the
width, and the number ofecholocation clicks extracted from dolphin in this experiment would change its outgoing echo,-
each sample in the baseline, control and experimental condi- location signals, particularly with respect to sound-pressu,-c
lions are displayed in Figs. 3-5, respectively. Variations in level and repetition rate, to compensate for the attenuation
the mean number of clicks occur in the control and experi- of incoming signals at the lower jaw. Changes did seem to
mental conditions• The numbdr of clicks follows a "W" pat- occur in the temporal parameters in terms of the number of
tern over sessions in both conditions with a greater increase emitted clicks and the duration of the ICls. The spectral
in number and ICls of shorter duration in the experimental parameters, however, appear stable across conditions. It is
condition, likely that they did not vary due to the limitations imposed

Norris et al. ( 1961 ), Norris and Harvey (1974), Au et by the environment, a concrete pool, on the range of useful
al. (1986), and others have provided evidence that odonto- energy in the emitted clicks.
cete cetaceans emit echolocation signals from the area of the Before completing this experiment, Brill (1988a) sug-
forehead above the line of the gape of the mouth and that gested the possibility that the dolphin was using shorter
those signals are focused forward in a directional manner. If bursts composed of fewer clicks and ICls of longer duration
the signals emitted by dolphins during echolocation origi- in the hooded conditions, as compared to the baseline condi-
nate in the larynx and are radiated in an omnidirectional lion. The complete data from this experiment, however, in-
field without being focused forward through the melon as dicate a lower average number of clicks per trial in both of
has been previously suggested (el. Purves and Pilleri, 1983), the hooded conditions with a shorter ICI only in the experi-
then the placement of hoods on the dolphin's lower jaw in mental condition.
this experiment should have blocked and distorted its emit- An echolocating dolphin typically increases its click re-
ted signals. The waveforms and their respective frequency petition rate and, conversely, decreases the length of ICls as
spectra displayed in Fig. 2 indicate that the emitted signals it homes in on its target (Busnel and Dziedzic, 1967; Evans
were unaffected by the presence of either hood at the lower and Poweil, 1967; Norris et al., i 967; Morozov et al., 1972).
jaw. In examining Fig. 2, it is difficult, at best, to determine Norris (1964) suggested that the repetition rate may be re-
which of the three waveforms presented correspond to a par- lated to the degree of discrimination desired by the dolphin
ticular condition without the benefit of appropriate identifi- at any given moment. Au et al. ( 1982 ) pointed out that inter-
cation. Clearly, the dolphin was able to emit useful echoloca- click intervals almost always exceed the two-way transit
tion signals in all three conditions, and those signals were time to the target implying that the echo from one click is
being emitted from a site above the line of the gape of the received by the dolphin before the next click is emitted. Mur-
mouth. These data further support the assumption that the chison (1980) proposed that interclick intervals used by

S hoods were, in fact, affecting the reception of echolocation echolocating odontocetes'are behaviorally controlled by the
• . signals and not their emission, animal and are relative to its "search image"; the returning

Several investigators have provided evidence that dol- signal expected from a familiar target.
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Control Signal Data (Mean Values per Session)
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An ICI can be defined as the sum of two-time compo- time between the dolphin and the far end of the pool was
nents; the two-way transit time for sound between the dol- always 30 ms. Considering those factors and a review of the
phin and i4s target, plus the processing time (cf. Morozov et ICI histograms for the trials recorded in this experiment,
al., 1972), during which information contained in the in- 120 ms was selected as the acceptable maximum ICI. All
coming signal is being processed by the central auditory sys- ICIs greater than 120 ms were assumed to be the intervals
tem. There has been a good deal of variation reported in the between trains of clicks and were excluded from the samples.

* length of the information processing component of ICIs. Au Histograms using time-bins of 10 ms were generated for
et aL (1974), for example, reported mean values as high as each trial and compiled into a single histogram for each con-
50 ms over the two-way transit time in ICIs they measured dition. The cumulative histograms are displayed in Fig. 6 in
for targets presented at a distance of 77.8 m in open water. In terms of the percent ofall ICIs per condition falling into each
our experiment, the two-way transit time between the dol- 10 ms bin. The respective values for the minimum ICI, mean
phin and the target was always 4 ms and the two-way transit ICI, and the percent of ICIs falling below 50 ms are also

Experimental Signal Data (Mean Values per Session)
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